General Franklin Miles
1027 Camino Carlos Rey

Loop 1: 0.52
Loop 2: 0.71
Loop 3: 0.97
Difficulty: grade 2
Trail Surface: loop is paved sidewalk except for dirt track along northwest and northeast edge of park; middle trail is well-maintained
Attractions: playground, basketball, baseball, volleyball, Martha Ramirez skate park; bike racks near concession stands; picnic tables, barbeque grills, drinking fountains
Cross Streets: Camino Carlos Rey and Siringo
Santa Fe Trails: Route 2, Route 4 Southside
Public Facilities: none
Parking: several lots
Notes: Don’t miss the extraordinary murals next to the baseball fields! These were created in 2007 by the Santa Fe Teen Arts Center, Warehouse 21. There are clear lines of sight along paths and a slight uphill grade near playground.